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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF COUNTRY

LeaderLife acknowledges the Wiradjuri

people and country on which our work takes

place. LeaderLife pays respect to the

Traditional Owners and Custodians of country

throughout Australia. We honour and respect

the cultural heritage, customs and beliefs of

all Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander

people.

We recognise that Aboriginal and Torres Strait

Islander peoples have spiritual social and

cultural connections with their traditional

lands and waters. We would like to express

our sincerest gratitude to the communities

on whose land LeaderLife works.





M e l  P h i l l i p s
Melinda Phillips



At a time when many companies and

organisations were putting their expansion

plans on hold , LeaderLife was exercising an

appetite for progression and searching for

the next opportunity to help kids live well in

this world . We will always stay true to our

tagline : Let’s Grow.

There were many successes and many

challenges that demanded a different

approach this year , but for those who know

LeaderLife well , intentionally pivoting the

plan to ensure growth is one of our

strengths . An absolute highlight for 2019-

2020 was LeaderLife ’s development of

Soil2Soul ; our social impact venture of

managing and running a working lime farm .

This social enterprise was solely developed

as a sustainable model to create job

opportunities and meaningful training for

young people finding it difficult to obtain

work . During just the first 7 months of

operation , LeaderLife provided 6 Indigenous

young people with paid employment and

started infiltrating the local market with

high quality limes . It ’s these kind of

community solutions which hold both social

and economic impact , that are absolutely

the ingredients for some incredibly valuable

and vibrant futures . When a young fella says

to you “this lime farm is the best thing that

has happened for us Bronx kids”, you know

you are on the right track . We can all do this

better if we do it together .

Our learning has taught us to resource the

future , so multifaceted financial growth has

been a prioritising strategy for our

organisation this year . As we completely

transitioned into LeaderLife , a 1680% growth

in income was recorded from 2018/19 to

2019/20 . I feel privileged to work alongside

the many amazing people who contribute

to the growth of LeaderLife and our strong

philosophy in creating a sense of belonging

for the community , instilling generosity ,

creating independence and to always be

mastering new skills .

Much love to my family who so graciously

support my commitment to LeaderLife .

Some days I am so humbled by doing this

work that I cannot find the words in the

human language to describe what that feels

like . My sincere gratitude to all those who

make LeaderLife possible . To the incredible

LeaderLife staff , our board , our funders , our

volunteers , our partners , our town , our

families , our mentors ; you all make up the

great village helping kids doing it tough to

live their best life .

Finally , a note about all the kids and their

families we work with . I just love them . They

have so much spirit , so much to offer this

world and they ’re damn straight worth

looking after .

CEO

REPORT

 
Joh Leader

LeaderLife Founder and CEO
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SKILLBUILDERS

With kids being the core of our work ,

Skillbuilders was initiated in 2012 by

Communities for Children and has

evolved over time , to meet the needs

of the kids and the community .

Thanks to our facilitating partner

CatholicCare Wilcannia-Forbes ,

Skillbuilders is for kids aged

between 5 and 12 years of age

experiencing disadvantage . The kids

who have unwillingly been caught in

the crossfire of some incredible

complexities and trauma throughout

their life . Typically , Skillbuilders

looks like an after school program ,

but not one where kids are dropped

off , but more a voluntary scenario

where kids run to Apollo House as

soon as they finish school .

Skillbuilders is not about the activity

that is running each day , which

could be a touch footy match ,

Aboriginal dance classes , Zumba ,

yoga , art and craft , drama classes or

robotics , Skillbuilders is about

relationships . It ’s about care . It ’s

about love , and the adult champions

in the lives of young people who all

deserve the best . Skillbuilders

creates opportunities for the

building of foundational skills like

social and emotional intelligence ,

awareness and confidence , so

children can move through life

stages until adulthood with as much  

ease as possible .

526
YOUTH BASED WORKSHOPS,
ACTIVITIES & PROGRAMS

Apollo House is our safe
place. We would have
nothing to do but be a

game freak on the
playstation if it wasn’t

for the programs.

 

TSHARN , 12 YEARS

SKILLS FOR LIFE
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326
YOUNG PEOPLE ENGAGED IN

LEADERLIFE PROGRAMS



CATALYST

CREATING ACCESS TO A LOVING
YOUTH SUPPORT TEAM

CATALYST (Creating Access To A

Loving Youth Support Team) is a

holistic , mentoring program for

young people 12-18 years who have

lost their way . It ’s a program

meeting kids exactly where they are

at . CATALYST engages young people

in positive diversionary activities ,

provides individualised care , links to

meaningful learning and

opportunities to give back to

communities .

We have learnt so much in

establishing CATALYST from our

friend and mentor Bernie

Shakeshaft , and his great team from

BackTrack in Armidale . BackTrack is

an incredible holistic program doing

great things for kids and

communities . CATALYST offers young

people having a hard time an

opportunity to reconnect with

education and training , become

work ready , find jobs , heal from

psychological trauma and pursue

positive life pathways that result in

meaningful lives .

Many of the youth LeaderLife

supports are experiencing a form of

homelessness , 90% have at least one

identifiable health issue , many are

not going to school or experiencing

repeated suspensions and so many

have been in contact with the legal

system .

In 2019 , it was the CATALYST young

people who identified huge barriers

for young people to find a job and

gain training , and this gap in Dubbo

was filled by starting LeaderLife ’s

Soil2Soul social enterprise .

320
PROGRAM HOURS IN

ONE QUARTER
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From Little Things,

In so many ways, our kids are just like our lime

trees. The more you put in, the more you get out.

You don’t plant a lime tree seed and expect a

juicy Tahitian lime the next day. First you must

plant it in the right spot, with the right soil,

adequate mulch, the ideal companion plants and

the right amount of sunshine. You must water it

regularly, carefully analysing the amount of

rainfall compared to your hand watering; always

adjusting accordingly. This balance needs

constant monitoring and change. You must feed

the lime tree as it grows, keeping the weeds away

from it, and always loving it along the way. Then

as it grows bigger and stronger and healthier,

new branches will sprout from many different

angles. Sometimes, but not always, these

branches will need extra support. Some days

there will be storms — very wild storms, with wind

and lightning and hail, where we risk losing those

branches, the weak ones and even the strong

ones. Through some storms the very real reality is

that we will even risk losing the whole tree. The

hope is that we have nurtured the tree enough to

withstand the wind and the lightning and the

hail. Eventually the storm will pass, the sun will

shine, the songbirds will sing and the rainbows

will be bright. And when the time is right, exactly

right (following the right amount of water and

care) you will eventually see little buds forming

on that lime tree … buds that will then burst into

a beautiful flower. Then one day, a beautiful juicy

lime will be picked; sometimes years from the

day you planted the seed.

Our advice to our kids is stand tall and proud like

your lime trees. Sink your roots into Mother earth.

Go out on a limb. Drink plenty of water. Think

long term. Enjoy the view. Look after yourselves.

Big Things Grow

The mo r e y ou put in , .t h e mo r e y ou ge t ou t .
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3396
LIMES PICKED

AND SOLD!



To help kids live their best life and to

fill the next gap for young people

toughing it out in Dubbo , LeaderLife

– along with a bunch of kids in

Dubbo – developed a social impact

business model called Soil2Soul . This

model was born totally for social

purpose , aiming to create lasting

social change and impact young

lives for the better . Thanks to

fundraising efforts , state government

funding , corporate and

philanthropic investment , this

program kick started in December

2019 . Through this work-readiness

social enterprise initiative ,

meaningful jobs have been created

and training provided for young

people (15 – 25 years) who are mostly

Indigenous , who have disengaged

from education or are on the edge of

the criminal justice system .

LeaderLife has been incredibly

fortunate to lease a lime farm in

Narromine , thanks to the generosity

and commitment of the Maxwell

family . Our Soil2Soul project has

supported 17 young men in its 6

months of operation and they have

picked and sold over 3396 limes!

Through this program , these young

men will develop work-readiness

skills across horticulture , agriculture ,

retail , customer service , farm

management and landscaping .

Soil2Soul is a model that creates

incredible opportunities for young

people to be supported in an

alternative and innovative employment,

education and training model that

has the potential to grow into other

enterprises such as tree planting ,

agricultural work and wood cutting ;

ultimately becoming a long-term

employment pathway for young

people doing it tough in Dubbo .

Our work in 2020 has ensured that

not one of our young people have

been locked up in juvenile

detention , which has huge social

and economic impact in our Dubbo

community . The research says that if

a child remains out of the jail system

as a young person , there is over an

80% chance they will not enter the

detention system as an adult . Based

on this literature , we think it is

totally worth investing in our young

people at the front end .

An ounce of prevention is worth a
pound of cure.

SOIL2SOUL

HELPING KIDS ONE LIME AT A TIME
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Established the Dubbo business

office

8 young people casually

employed

17 young people have

commenced work experience

4 young people have already

commenced work in mainstream

employment , including 1

apprenticeship

Young people have commenced

trials of value-add products for

local distribution such as lime

cordial

Skills matrix template developed

to track employability skills

development for young people

Attended Dubbo Farmers Markets

79% of young people in the

Soil2Soul program have not had

any contact with police in 2020

Since its commencement in

December 2019 , the young people in

the Soil2Soul program have achieved

some remarkable things . They have

been working on the lime farm at

Narromine learning the

fundamentals of growing good

quality produce , and they have also

expanded the enterprise into

landscaping and odd job work!

Since the commencement of

Soil2Soul the following has been

achieved :

ACHIEVEMENTS

Soil2Soul is giving
young fellas in Dubbo

like my brother and me
so many opportunities.

 

ALEX BONEY

15-20
HOURS OF VOCATIONAL &
EMPLOYABILITY SKILLS &
TRAINING PER WEEK
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'pivot quickly'







OUR IMPACT
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HIGHLIGHTS

BACK ON TRACK

BOOK LAUNCH
ADMIRALTY HOUSE SYDNEY

August 2019 landed the LeaderLife

crew and CATALYST young people in

the big smoke , at the beautiful

Admiralty House in Sydney . They

attended a morning tea hosted by

the Governor General of Australia ,

The Honourable David Hurley and his

wife Mrs Hurley to launch Bernie

Shakeshaft 's new book Back on
Track , with the team from

BackTrack .

It was an opportunity of a lifetime to

connect with great people like Down

The Track in Lake Cargelligo , and our

young people represented

everything about themselves with

grace , charisma and confidence .
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150
KIDS SUPPORTED
THROUGH COVID

FROM 26TH MARCH
TO 30TH JUNE 2020

INNOVATING

THROUGH COVID-19

On Wednesday 25th March 2020 , the
Australian Government closed all

youth and community centres due
to the COVID-19 pandemic . Many

critical frontline services ceased

providing face to face contact with

young people in Dubbo due to the
public health directives . With the

health and wellbeing of our young
people at the forefront of everything
we do , never before was it so

essential to provide support services
to our kids and families as the crisis
unfolded . Strikingly quickly ,
LeaderLife was able to innovate and
continue supporting the most

vulnerable in a COVID safe way .

Firstly , a 24/7 video intercom system
was installed at Apollo House , a

veggie garden was planted , ‘keep
kids busy ’ kits dropped off to

children , our lime farm continued as
an alternative venue for engagement

and training , home deliveries

commenced , and zoom meetings

became the in thing! It certainly was

a year to think about the 'we ' instead
of the 'me ' .

HIGHLIGHTS
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WITH TRAV COLLINS

http://shorturl.at/krxL3
http://shorturl.at/krxL3


Lead A Life Lyrics



COMMUNITY SOLUTIONS FOR
KIDS, NOT JAIL TERMS



MESSAGE FROM BERNIE

Bernie Shakeshaft 

For many years we have watched
the organisation go from
strength to strength, filling the
gaps in our systems to keep
coming up with real life
changing programs shaping long
term positive solutions.



HIGHLIGHTS

THE ROTARY CLUB

OF DUBBO SOUTH

Our partners , the Rotary Club of

Dubbo South , hosted a fundraising
dinner in September . The night was

attended by 160 community

members to support LeaderLife ’s
CATALYST (Creating Access To a

Loving Youth Support Team)
program .

The fundraising evening was a huge
success raising $25 ,000 . On the

night , guests enjoyed hearing from
LeaderLife ’s founder Joh Leader ,
Bernie Shakeshaft – founder of

BackTrack Youth Works – and

complete funny bloke Kerry O ’Keeffe .
Thanks to the support of generous
local businesses and individuals , 

there were over 25 auction items ,
raffle and lucky door prizes up for
grabs on the night .

The club continued their generous
support of Dubbo ’s young people ,
further donating a side by side

buggy . The buggy has been a

welcome addition to the team

allowing the young people to pick
and cart limes for their weekly

delivery service to local restaurants ,
pubs and cafes and their home

delivery service . It ’s also assisted

with teaching maintenance skills ,
driving skills and will allow for

expansion into other enterprises into
the future .
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HIGHLIGHTS

WELCOME

WALLY DOG

This year Taje and the kids lovingly
rescued and warmly welcomed Wally

to the LeaderLife family . Wally

turned up at the Apollo House

doorstep as a tiny 6-week-old puppy
covered in fleas , full of parasites ,
hungry and so scared .  Our kids and
the compassionate LeaderLife staff

rolled up their sleeves because no
one gets left behind and got straight
to work nurturing little Wally back to
well health . He is a very loved , happy
part of the crew now!
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STEVE PEACOCKE



Being involved with ‘Leader In Development’, and now
‘LeaderLife’ for the past 4 years has been extremely rewarding. It

is innately fulfilling to witness an already remarkable
organisation further strengthen and diversify in response to

emerging community and young people needs. Seeing a
passionate and dedicated team striving daily to create

opportunities to better the life of vulnerable people beckons you
to contribute what you can to its successes. I am particularly

excited about the diversity of experience and potential
opportunity Soil2Soul has to offer to all ages and am grateful to
be contributing to LeaderLife’s future vision alongside a highly
skilled and valued Board and committed team on the ground.

MELINDA PHILLIPS

MELINDA PHILLIPS
Chair Person
Melinda has had 30 years ’ experience in

community services both in the disability

and youth service sectors . Following 6 years

as the CEO of Vivability Disability Services

Bathurst , Melinda undertook the role of

General Manager for BackTrack Youth

Works , Armidale in 2016 . BackTrack Youth

Works is an organisation dedicated to the

vision of helping as many kids as possible

who are experiencing hard times .

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
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FIONA PRENTICE
Director

MATTHEW WADE
Director



PIP GOLDSMITH
Director

LIONEL WOOD
Director



ALEXANDRA QUIGLEY
Secretary

JOHN CURLEY
Public Officer



JOH LEADER



JUDY ARMSTRONG

MEL SINGH



TAJE FOWLER

UNCLE FRANK DOOLAN



ALEX BONEY

Since being in his role at LeaderLife in 2017, Alex has

developed a passion for working with kids. Alex is

happiest when he sees young people in LeaderLife’s

programs having fun and reaching their goals. He is

well known in the Dubbo Community and is often

seen driving our bus around the neighbourhood,

helping kids get to school, access programs and

making sure they are all home safely. Supporting

kids in Dubbo is something he still wants to be

doing in 10 years time.

MYLES RYAN

Myles started working at LeaderLife in 2017. Since

then he has built some really strong bonds with

all of the kids, especially the young fellas in the

Skillbuilders program. A proud role model and

mentor to heaps of young people in Dubbo,

Myles says that LeaderLife has given him the

opportunity to learn and grow and he enjoys

giving back to the community and seeing kids

getting along and having fun. Myles is so reliable,

never gives up and brings so much kindness to

Apollo House.

SCOTT QUIGLEY

Agriculture runs through his veins. Having grown

up in the bush, Scotty joined the LeaderLife

family in 2019. He is passionate about holistic

support for young people having a hard time,

providing shared life experiences, and creating

opportunities for young people to learn in a

supported, practical and hands-on way. With over

20 years farming experience, he has headed up

the lime farm and our social enterprise, that has

grown exponentially thanks to Scotty’s

commitment to helping kids.

BRADY MORRIS

Brady joined the LeaderLife Crew in 2020. From

Armidale, he is a former BackTrack Youth Works

participant and employee and has completed a

Cert III in Youth Work. Brady is passionate about

working with youth and supports the young

people in our CATALYST and Soil2Soul Programs.

Brady’s dream is to work with young people

having a tough time in Peak Hill, supporting

them through programs that are meaningful and

relevant to them.
50







OUR

SUPPORTERS

Our volunteers who generously help
in so many ways and never hesitate
to give their time whenever it is
needed. Our volunteers do
everything from delivering home
cooked meals, to helping out with
the back end of the business.    

The individual donors,

philanthropists, government and
commercial organisations who
fundraise, provide funding and so
generously invest in truly making
this world a better place.

The grass roots community
organisations who collaborate with
us and generously donate their time
and expertise in so many ways.

Schools and Registered Training
Organisations that support our
education and skill development
activities.

Local businesses and employers who
offer sponsorship, work experience
and employment opportunities for
our young people and contracts to
our social enterprise.

Our families. Much love to the
LeaderLife team’s husbands, wives,

partners, friends, parents,

grandparents, family members and
especially our children who support
us unconditionally in our sacred
work; and
All of those sideline cheerers who
spread the word about helping
young people having a tough time.

They say it takes a village to grow a
young person and boy has our village
grown this year! The vital work we do at
LeaderLife is only made possible by so
many people. There are too many to list
by name, but they include:
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LOCAL GOVERNMENT 0.49%

STATE GOVERNMENT 26%

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT 18.4%

PHILANTHROPY 3.43%

CORPORATE DONATION 37.45%

SOCIAL ENTERPRISE 0.69%

JOBKEEPER 6.62%

INTEREST 0.07%

INDIVIDUAL DONATION 3.74%

FUNDRAISING 3.11%

1680%
GROWTH IN INCOME
FROM LAST YEAR

STREAMS OF INCOME

REVENUE

9 108
5

STAFF, 
INCLUDING

COLLABORATIVE
PARTNERS AND
ORGANISATIONS

WHO ARE 
INDIGENOUS

OUR PROFILE
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WHERE WE'RE GOING:



LeaderLife is currently working to

secure funding , that will take their

lime farm impact enterprise to the

next level by creating opportunities

for young people from our programs

to manufacture lime cordial and

other value adding products . For

young people with complex

histories , setting goals , finding

purpose , supported employment

and positive mentors are paramount

to helping them work and live their

best life .

Young people in Soil2Soul , identified

that the lime farm provides

opportunities for outdoor , hard

physical work but there was a

genuine need for those whose

strengths did not lie with physical ,

manual labour , to be involved in the

program in a capacity that suited

them .

Young people will be directly

involved in the manufacturing ,

marketing , and business side of the

enterprise gaining certified training

throughout the process . They will

gain on-the-job work experience and

paid employment through this

program , learning vital employability

skills that they can take into the

mainstream job force down the

track .

LeaderLife are also working towards

attracting a parcel of agricultural

land around the Dubbo area , to

expand their enterprises so more

young people can have different

opportunities of learning and work .

Those interested in contributing or

investing in this dream , please

contact LeaderLife .  

DARE

TO

DREAM

BIG
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LeaderLife has continued to work

through the Theory of Change with

CAPP partners , including Dubbo

Regional Council , NSW Police and

Education Training Out West . The

broad goal is that 'Dubbo is a place
where the community creates great
opportunities and outcomes for
young people, as a building block
for a thriving community'.
 

Through our relationship with CAPP ,

LeaderLife has developed a strong

partnership with the NSW Police

Aboriginal Youth Team who head up

Project Walwaay ; a proactive

policing program that assigns

designated officers to work with at-

risk youth in our community . Our

Superintendent , Peter McKenna and

everyone part of Project Walwaay

should be commended on their

incredible work . It ’s showing in a

simple way that building strong

positive relationships between the

police and marginalised youth is a

vital part of supporting them .

Walwaays provides the space for kids

to grow , with improved safety the

outcome and greater wellbeing of

the young people involved : now and

into the future . In the past 18

months Dubbo has seen a 65%

reduction rate in charges against

Indigenous youth .

CAPP 

AND

WALWAAYS

As the Police Commander in
Dubbo, I cannot speak highly
enough of LeaderLife and the

work they do with some of our
most vulnerable kids. 

Put simply ... they care.

Joh, Mel and the team have
earned the respect of the

youth in Dubbo and together
they are making inroads that
cannot be overstated. We are

lucky to have LeaderLife in
Dubbo. I look forward to

continuing a great relationship
with them; with the common
goal of improving the lives of

our youth.

PETER MCKENNA APM
SUPERINTENDENT

COMMANDER OMWPD
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Teamwork makes the dream work, and
the LeaderLife annual report always
requires a team! This report helps tell
our special story and showcases the
great impact LeaderLife have had
throughout the year.  Sincere thanks to
the photographers who capture so
many special moments: Clancy Job,

Sarah O’Neill, Asher Milgate, Simon
Scott, Duke Albada, James Shakeshaft,
Nikki Scott, Jane Dempster, Behn
Monley, Gerry Managh and Kate Wade.

Special thanks to Mel Singh and Taje
Fowler for helping put this report
together, and to those who proofread
every single word! Huge gratitude to
Phillipa English for designing the story
into something so beautiful. Finally, we
would also like to acknowledge the
LeaderLife staff, our partners, our young
people and their families who bravely
shared their stories from the 2019-2020
year.

Thank you !
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CONTACT

APOLLO  HOUSE

11  COLLINS  AVENUE

PO  BOX  4700

DUBBO

NSW  2830

02  6881  8756

HELLO@LEADERLIFE .ORG .AU

LEADERLIFE .ORG .AU

L IKE  AND  FOLLOW  US  ON




